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ABSTRACT
In 2020, COVID-19 became a serious health concern to people worldwide, regardless of
their socioeconomic status, cultural characteristics, or political freedom. Even though this
unprecedented crisis was the most impactful and dominant issue in 2020, COVID-19 was not the
only issue that people were interested in. This study explored if and how national characteristics
influenced global public interests during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Using popular online
searches in 23 nations, this study categorized global public interests into two ways: COVID-19
related and non-COVID-19 related issues, with four and 13 sub-categories, respectively.
Results showed that people in higher political freedom countries are found to be more
interested in COVID-19 related issues. Various other national characteristics were influential
with other separate interests. This study also found that two cultural factors (individualistic and
masculine values) significantly impact global public interests in various COVID-19 related
issues in different situations of the pandemic.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
In December 2019, a contagious virus was discovered in Wuhan, China. At first, this
virus was thought to be a regional outbreak, reported only in China and other parts of Asia.
However, it spread quickly to other countries, causing serious symptoms and death to those who
contracted the virus. As a result, the virus became a serious health concern for all countries,
regardless of their political ideology, socioeconomic status (SES), or technological and medical
advancements. The World Health Organization (WHO) named the disease as the Coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) in February 2020.
The WHO declared this virus outbreak as a global pandemic on March 11, 2020, when
118,000 cases were reported, and more than 4,300 people died in 114 countries (World Health
Organization, 2020). By the end of 2020, this formidable virus had infected more than 90 million
people and took approximately 2 million people’s lives worldwide. The pandemic changed
various aspects of society and affected people’s lives dramatically. Some countries have chosen
to close their borders and international travel was strictly controlled, or even prohibited
(Chinazzi et al., 2020). Companies and local stores were shut down, and people were laid off
from their workplaces.
This catastrophic, global event has changed our lives drastically. The Internet became a
principal communication tool in meeting and interacting with people at work and school, while
face-coverings were considered a must-have item for any activities outside the home. At one
point during the pandemic, some people began hoarding food and hygiene products. Sporting
events were canceled and forced to be postponed. In addition, some professional sports leagues,
such as the National Basketball Association (NBA), adapted by playing in a bubble with no live
audience, while others limited their audience capacity.
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Even though COVID-19’s influence is global and ubiquitous, countries face different
degrees of suffering. In other words, the virus’ damage is different across the globe. For instance,
Taiwan was one of the early countries to detect a domestic coronavirus case, reporting its first
COVID-19 case on January 21, 2020. Since then, Taiwan was able to control the COVID-19
pandemic effectively, and even reached a record of 255 days without having a locally transmitted
case (Thornton & Griffiths, 2020). Despite its geographic proximity to China (the origin country
of the virus) and its high density of more than 23 million people living on the island roughly the
size of Maryland, Taiwan has been successful in containing the virus spread. The infected rate
per one million people is 33 in Taiwan, which is significantly lower compared to other countries
- such as the U.S. (76,986), Japan (2,820), or France (46,441) (Worldometer, 2021). By January
1, 2021, the total number of cumulative cases in Taiwan was only 802. Schools and businesses
never shut down, and no strict regulations on civil freedoms were imposed (Berlinger, 2020).
People were still living a close-to-normal life while concerts or large gatherings were still
allowed.
However, the COVID-19 situation was completely different in the United States. Virus
cases surged soon after the first case was reported. In March 2020, the U.S. became the country
with the highest number of confirmed coronavirus cases in the world (McNeil, 2020). Many
states imposed lockdown and quarantine policies to prevent the virus from spreading (Moreland
et al., 2020). As of January 1, 2021, about 20 million cumulative cases have been reported and
more than 300,000 people have died in the U.S. alone.
Due to the unprecedented nature of the coronavirus, people were interested in COVID-19
related topics, such as virus symptoms, cures, preventions, testing and testing places, daily case
numbers, and other associated issues, such as stimulus checks and vaccine developments.
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However, COVID-19 was not the only issue people sought to learn about during the
pandemic. Even with many events switching online, people still attended virtual classes and
work meetings while also completing chores and enjoying entertainment. Also, people still
celebrated routine, seasonal events (e.g., holidays) and took part in significant social events (e.g.,
BLM protest, U.S. Presidential Election, etc.). Individuals used the Internet to search for events
of interest, which makes Internet searches a useful indicator for what was capturing people’s
public interest.
According to Jeong and Mahmood (2011), people around the world are interested in
different issues and events based on their distinctive national characteristics. These
characteristics include socioeconomic status (SES), political freedom, and cultural differences.
For example, in Jeong and Mahmood’s findings, they found that people in high SES countries
were more interested in recreation-related items than people in low SES countries due to the
higher level of the economy. Also, people in low political freedom countries may search more
about political issues due to their curiosity of the unknown.
Thus, this study examined the impact of various national characteristics on global public
interests during the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic. This study also considered whether the
impact of these national characteristics on public interest was altered in the different phases of
the pandemic. The findings of this study will contribute to a better understanding of distinctive
national characteristics on globally significant and life-threatening issues and can suggest a
useful way to reach people and audiences on important issues.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Public Interest
Public interest can be generally defined as what topics or areas the public are curious
about (Jeong & Mahmood, 2011). In the past, public interest has often been captured through
surveys in public opinion research. However, the method raised concerns of being subjective,
lacking precision, and being difficult to generalize to the whole population (Ripberger, 2011).
Researchers may also create a survey including misleading questions that favor anticipated
results. In contrast, using Internet searches can create an overall understanding of public
interests, excluding the problems mentioned above. Because of the massive use of Internet
search, previous studies have considered it a behavioral expression of public interest (Da et al.,
2011).
For these reasons, Internet searches have been used as a powerful tool to gauge people’s
interest in numerous fields. For instance, public’s Internet inquiries were used to determine the
relationship between the degree of public interest in different stocks and those stocks’
performances (Da et al., 2011). Similarly, Dimpfl and Jank (2016) connected the top searches
from Google with the public interest in business and stock preferences. Dimpfl and Jank (2016)
also observed that the extent of public searches on a stock index is highly associated with stock
market performance. Researchers have utilized Internet searches to determine public interests in
health-related areas as well. Jellison and researchers (2018) examined the public’s interest in the
medical condition, osteoarthritis (a common form of arthritis) and discovered that the term was
searched more often during seasons when the symptoms occur more frequently. Overall, many
scholars believe that Internet searches on certain health problems represent people’s public
interest on health issues (Jellison et al., 2018; Khurana et al., 2017).
4

Google Trends is one of the popular online trending services used by scholars to gauge
global public interests on the Internet, including health issues and diseases, because it enables
people to investigate the trending information of popular searches across regions and nations
(e.g., Gianfredi et al., 2018; Tijerina et al., 2018). Researchers have found various implications
from Google Trends. For example, Preis and colleagues (2012) examined a possible relationship
between a nation’s socioeconomic status and people’s Google searches on future-oriented
information. The result showed that people in wealthier nations are more future-oriented than
those in financially less affluent nations. Similarly, using Google search data, Jeong and
Mahmood (2011) found that people around the world showed different interests in various topics
based on their home country’s distinctive characteristics.
Socioeconomic Status (SES)
Socioeconomic status (SES) is an indicator that reveals the economic and social status of
a person, when compared to others. Some representative SES measures include income,
education level, and occupation, which can possibly indicate how an individual person behaves
and reacts economically and socially. On the macro level, SES can also reflect the status of a
nation or society as a whole, such as GDP, population, GNP per capita, eliteness, etc. (Kariel &
Rosenvall, 1984).
Previous research has found that SES has a significant influence on various areas of our
lives, such as health, language, and politics. Socioeconomic status is also found to have an
impact on public knowledge about health and diseases (Abdelhafiz et al., 2020; Ho, 2012). Ho
(2012) investigated if household income is related to people’s knowledge about the H1N1
pandemic in Singapore. Ho (2012) found that the high SES group was more knowledgeable
about the H1N1 pandemic than the low SES group. Similarly, socioeconomic status is also
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associated with children’s language development. Sultana, Wong, and Purdy (2020) found that
parents with higher education and income levels tend to speak to their children with optimal
language skills that include more complex and longer sentences, open-ended questions, and
responses with detailed explanations. On the contrary, parents with lower education and income
levels tend to utilize simpler and shorter language strategies, such as responding with a single
word or imitating the child’s tone.
Past research has also looked into the impact of people’s SES on their interests. Irandoust
(2018) showed that SES has an influence on people’s selection of pastime activities. People with
a higher income in Sweden are more interested in going to cinemas than those with a lower
income. Similarly, Ahn and Janke (2011) showed that highly educated people consider
education-purpose travels (e.g., study abroad programs) more favorable than those with less
education. Rynkiewicz, Benmakrelouf, and Karouche (2016) showed that socioeconomic status
impacted people’s voting intentions in France. In their findings, even though highly educated
people tend to be less extreme when it comes to voting, there exists a positive relationship
between education and voting for the extreme-right within highly educated, white males.
Culture
A saying for the origin of the word “culture” comes from the Latin term “cultus” and the
French word “colere” (Berger, 2000). The definition became more concrete when Tylor (1871)
defined culture as a complex combination that includes knowledge, beliefs, art, morals, and
customs acquired by members of society.
Thus, society plays a critical role in the formation and development of culture. Tylor
(1871) and Mead (1953) emphasized the role of society in creating behaviors or materials that
are shared among a subgroup of people and across generations. For example, early Chinese
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immigrants built their own society (so-called Chinatown) in San Francisco during the California
Gold Rush in order to collectively combat various barriers due to differences in language,
traditions, and habits while navigating society’s business and social activities (Lai, 1988). Of
course, cultures constantly modify and evolve based on situations while influencing the
situations simultaneously. As a result, generations after the Gold Rush, the descendants of the
first Chinese immigrants were more likely to assimilate into the predominant cultures of
America, withering the once hectic Chinatown (Lou, 2007).
Cross-national studies have been abundant in recent decades. One common approach is
selecting representations with sharp cultural distinctions. Kim and Lausberg (2018) examined
how Germans and Koreans, two countries that are often seen as having huge differences in
discipline, differ in their gesture reactions. When watching dance videos, German participants
showed a significantly higher gesture rate than Korean participants did. According to the authors,
cultural indicators - such as the degree of individualism - serve as an explanation of the
difference (Hofstede, 2011; Kim & Lausberg, 2018). Countries with a higher degree of
individualism led to a higher expressivity, which is a factor behind the frequency of gestures
used in reacting to the videos (Kim & Lausberg, 2018).
Another example would be the attitude towards premarital sex experiences described in
ads. Choi, Kim, and Kim (2018) detected that Korean participants showed a more negative
attitude toward premarital sex experience than American participants. The authors explained that
South Koreans are sexually conservative and hold a higher Confucian value than Americans.
Within the instances discussed above, there are other aspects discussed frequently for cultural
differences - such as social norms and languages (Zhu et al., 2020). Therefore, significant
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cultural differences exist, even among countries that are geographically and historically close
(Engs et al., 1990; Lin, 2019, Nehring, 2020).
Because of its broad spectrum, scholars have used different theoretical frameworks to
explain the diverse aspects of cultural differences between countries (Vinken et al., 2004). The
most widely referenced frameworks used to showcase cultural dimensions in cross-cultural
comparison are the Hofstede framework (Hofstede, 1980; Hofstede 1991; Hofstede, 2010) and
Hall’s High and Low context (Hall, 1989; Hermeking, 2005; Kedia & Bhagat 1988). While
defining culture as the “collective programming of the people in an environment” (Hofstede,
1980, pp.43), Hofstede argued that cultural dimensions serve as a tool to gauge the similarities
and dissimilarities between cultures.
Hofstede developed multi-dimensional cultural dimensions to explain differences among
nations (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). Hofstede (1980) first derived four key
dimensions (power distance, individualism-collectivism, masculinity-femininity, and uncertainty
avoidance) that significantly represent aspects of culture in earlier research. These four
dimensions were created when Hofstede investigated national value survey responses given to
International Business Machines (IBM) employees from different nations (Hofstede, 1980).
The power distance index (PDI) has been defined as the extent to which the members in a
country, especially the less powerful ones, accept the reality that power is distributed unequally.
A country with a higher power distance (e.g., Russia) would have a higher acceptance and
tolerance of inequality. A hierarchy would exist, and those in a lower hierarchical class tend to
view the individuals in a higher class with respect and fear. In contrast, a low power distance
country (e.g., Austria) would have a more equal distribution of power between the authorities
and the general people. The uncertainty avoidance index (UAI) measures tolerance for
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ambiguous and unknown situations. According to Hofstede and Bond (1988), this dimension was
emphasized by Western society since it matched the Western philosophy of truth-seeking. People
in uncertainty avoiding countries (e.g., Japan) would implement more risk-avoiding behaviors,
such as regulations and ceremonies, and preferably stick to traditional ceremonies and rituals. On
the contrary, those in uncertainty accepting countries (e.g., Canada) would be more open to
innovation and less willing to follow orders.
The individualism-collectivism index (IDV) refers to whether members of a country are
integrated into groups. People in individualistic countries would favor putting their individual
goals first, while those in collectivistic nations would be integrated into groups, highlighting the
importance of the interest as a whole. In the masculinity-femininity index (MAS), the two poles
are “masculine” and “feminine.” The former represents a country with distinct gender roles and
values, while the latter represents a country with a more ambiguous line between genders. A
country with a high masculinity index would maximize the social differentiation between the
role and responsibility of genders (Hofstede, 2011). People in such a society would have a
conception of what men and women should do, respectively.
The fifth dimension, long-term orientation (LTO), was developed when Hofstede and
Bond (1988) examined the cultural settings for five Asian states - Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore,
South Korea, and Taiwan. The long-term orientation dimension determines whether the members
of the country are long-term or short-term oriented. This measures the balance between focusing
on its traditions with current events and future challenges. People in high LTO countries tend to
emphasize future goals and success, while people in low LTO countries seek current glory and
success without planning too much ahead. This index is often connected with economic growth
and prosperity (Hofstede & Bond, 1988).
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The sixth dimension of the Hofstede dimension, indulgence versus restraint (IVR), is the
latest addition to Hofstede’s cultural dimensions (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). This
dimension describes how social norms in a country allow its members to fulfill human desires. A
high score in the IVR index indicates the country allows more gratification of human desire. In
comparison, a lower IVR score implies a country has stricter social norms and rules that controls
the gratification of human needs. In general, countries in North and South America, Western
Europe, and Northern Africa have higher indulgence scores, while countries in Asia and Eastern
Europe have relatively lower indulgence scores (Hofstede, 2011).
People around the world have their own unique cultural characteristics, influencing their
lifestyle and decisions (Kim & Lausberg, 2018). The six Hofstede dimensions have been
popularly used to compare different aspects of cultures (e.g., Pergelova & Angulo-Ruiz, 2017).
With regard to public interests, Jeong and Mahmood (2011) used Hofstede’s masculine-feminine
dimension to examine global online public interest on culturally related search terms. The
authors found that people in feminine nations were more interested in gender equality issues than
those in masculine nations.
Political Freedom
Political freedom is believed to influence people’s thoughts and foster a significant
difference in the content of public interest. The concept of political freedom can be traced back
to ancient Greece. Philosophers such as Parmenides and Plato, have always placed freedom
together with politics due to their belief that freedom is the center of politics (Arendt, 1993). The
notion of freedom and politics have been inseparable ever since. Arendt (1993) argues that the
highest state of politics is without government because freedom would gradually diminish when
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the government’s power enlarges. Thus, a society would have greater freedom when the
government or country controls fewer issues.
Siebert and others (1954) argue that the political regime can shape how the press system
functions and grants different levels of political freedom. Historically, Plato believed that
government should be kept in the hands of wise men, as to keep society safe from the material
interests and selfish passions of ordinary men (Siebert et al., 1954). However, John Stuart Mill,
an English philosopher, argues that a country that limits speech and thoughts for the sake of
greater efficiency will ultimately lose its power (Scanlan, 1949).
Political freedom influences public opinion and shapes the public interest, especially
looking at the interaction between the political regime and the press system. Siebert, Peterson,
and Schramm (1954) listed four theories regarding different press systems: authoritarian,
libertarian, social responsibility, and Soviet communist. The authoritarian theory states that all
press is under the control of the government, whereas the libertarian theory focused on satisfying
the goals of individuals in the society. It allocates free expression and opposes speech censorship
from the government. The social responsibility theory agrees with most of the concepts from the
libertarian theory but added that the press has not always been efficient in functioning. Some
necessary implements from the press, the government, and the public may be necessary to
achieve the best interest of the public. Lastly, the Soviet communist theory is a modification of
the authoritarian theory, which thrived in the former Soviet Union. Its main difference from old
authoritarian systems (e.g., the Nazis) is the owner of the press. The press is state-owned by the
Soviet Union, while the other authoritarian press remains private. Siebert et al. (1954) argue that
the political regime can shape how the press system functions and grants different levels of
political freedom.
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Freedom House, a U.S.-based non-profit, non-governmental organization, conducts
worldwide research on democracy, political freedom, and human rights and provides an annual
freedom index. This consideration includes various indicators of political rights, such as electoral
process, political pluralism and participation, as well as civil liberties indicators – such as the
functioning of government, freedom of expression and belief, associational and organizational
rights, personal autonomy, and individual rights. Based on this consideration, Freedom House
(2020a) categorized countries into three groups - politically not free, politically partly free, and
politically free.
According to the dataset of the Freedom House (2020a), countries that are not politically
free (e.g., China, North Korea, Cuba, Iran, etc.) typically embrace an authoritarian political
system, which tends to censor the press and control public opinion. In these nondemocratic
regimes, rules and regulations are set by the state; people who are unfaithful to the government
would be penalized. As a result, this political system gives citizens less freedom on how to
behave (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2001).
Therefore, the press under this political system – in an effort to obtain a unity of thoughts
- is less likely to distribute the same information to all members of the society (Siebert et al.,
1954). Additionally, political propaganda would be carried out for authoritarian governments,
and tightly controlled press would keep the government in control (Zhao, 1998). Zhao (1998)
stated how the Chinese government propagated patriotism rather than nationalism after the 1989
Tiananmen Incident in order to secure its legitimate regime over the abundant ethnic groups.
Education camps and the mass media increased Chinese government’s efforts on patriotism and
attempted to prevent the spontaneous voices from speaking out for citizen’s rights and freedom.
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Public opinion was also centrally controlled and directed to the more homogeneous voice that
eulogized the government while muting voices of autonomy and liberalism (Zhao, 1998).
In contrast, politically free countries (e.g., the U.S., Japan, Canada, United Kingdom,
Germany, etc.) typically have a high political freedom under a libertarian government system
and attempt to provide a press system for individual citizens (Siebert et al., 1954). In such a
regime, the voters would decide how the society should function, giving average citizens more
leverage in expressing their voices (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2001). Japan, for example, has
minimum regulations on the press and allows the news media to cover any issues regarding the
government (Youm and Takeichi, 1990).
Politically partly free countries share some of the aspects of politically free countries and
politically not free countries. According to Freedom House’s 2020 report, countries like Mexico,
Malaysia, and Serbia fall in this political category (Freedom House, 2020a). These countries
have some censorship on people’s freedom – but not to the extent of those countries that are
politically not free. For example, Malaysia allows people to receive sufficient political
information, even though the government largely controls the Malaysian press (Freedom House,
2020a; Kee et al., 2015).
Political freedom is known to have a significant impact on people, especially through
education, which can shape a citizen’s interest and opinion on certain issues (Weakliem, 2002).
In countries with limited freedom, education systems tend to reinforce the status quo and follow
governments’ rules (Scanlan, 1949). On the other hand, countries with complete freedom rarely
apply a limited and strict rule on education; teachers are also less likely to impose their social
opinions and thoughts on students (Scanlan, 1949). Thus, Scanlan (1949) argues that citizens are
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trained to think in free and democratic countries, while citizens are trained with thoughts in
authoritarian countries.
Zhang and Brym (2019) have shown that political freedom can serve as a moderator in
the relationship between education and liberal values, as seen in the tolerance for homosexuality.
They pointed out that education and tolerance toward liberal values are positively correlated in
nations that secure a high degree of political freedom. The more educated people are, the more
they accept liberal ideas (e.g., gay marriage). However, the relationship between education and
tolerance for liberal values shows a different direction in low freedom countries. Highly educated
people in less free countries are more conservative with liberal values than those in free countries
(Zhang and Brym, 2019).
Political freedom may also be an indicator of public interest in politics. Hamada (2019)
examined the relationship between the degree of political freedom in Arab countries and political
instability. Countries that have a lower political freedom were shown to be statistically
significant with a higher level of political instability. This indicates a propensity of government
collapse when compared to countries with higher political freedom. Therefore, different levels of
political freedom would result in different levels of political instability and public interest in
politics (Hamada, 2019).
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This thesis explores if and how national characteristics influenced global public interests
during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. Because of the pandemic’s novel characteristics,
people may show an interest in this new virus and the topics associated with it.
Previous research has found socioeconomic status (SES), cultural differences, and
political freedom to have a significant impact on people’s lives and interests (Mahmood &
Jeong, 2008). Therefore, it is believed that these dominant national characteristics would also
shape public interest around the world in different ways during this pandemic. In order to
examine these possibilities, this study asks:
RQ1: How do national characteristics (SES, cultural characteristics, and political freedom)
influence people’s online public interest during the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020?
RQ1a: How do national characteristics (SES, cultural characteristics, and political
freedom) influence people’s online public interest in COVID-19 related topics during the
COVID-19 pandemic of 2020?
RQ1b: How do national characteristics (SES, cultural characteristics, and political
freedom) influence people’s online public interest in non-COVID-19 related topics during the
COVID-19 pandemic of 2020?
This study also attempts to explore if the influences of these national characteristics
change depending on the pandemic conditions. This study asks:
RQ2: How do different COVID-19 situations influence global public interest in COVID-19
related issues during the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020?
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CHAPTER 4. METHODS
This study examines the impact of distinctive national characteristics on public interests
during the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to address the research questions, this paper included
three overarching national characteristics: socioeconomic status (SES), cultural dimensions, and
political freedom. These characteristics served as the independent variables. The dependent
variable of this study is global public interests, assessed through popular Internet search queries
utilized by people around the globe during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.
Independent Variables
To examine the impact of distinctive, national characteristics on global public interest,
this study included three key national features: socioeconomic status (SES), cultural differences,
and political freedom. First, adopting Jeong and Mahmood’s approach (2011), this study
assessed a country’s SES status with the country’s GDP per capita. According to Grasland
(2019), wealth or GDP is a common measure to showcase SES - although a country’s SES can
be assessed in different ways with other factors. GDP per capita data were obtained from the
CIA World Factbook.
For cultural characteristics, the study used Hofstede’s six cultural dimensions--power
distance index (PDI), individualism (IDV), masculinity (MAS), uncertainty avoidance index
(UAI), long-term orientation (LTO), and indulgence (IVR). Specifically, power distance
measures the extent to which members in a country accept that power is unequally distributed.
Individualism measures the extent to whether the members of a country are integrated into
groups. Masculinity measures whether the country’s gender distinction is clear. Uncertainty
avoidance measures a country’s tolerance to unknown situations. Long-term orientation
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measures whether the society makes long-term plans to achieve future success. Indulgence
measures whether the social norm in society allows its members to indulge in gratification and
desire (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). The values of these dimensions range from 0 to
100. The cultural dimensions data were collected from the Hofstede Insights website
(https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison/).
For political freedom, the researcher used the freedom scores from Freedom House
(2020a). This includes the various aspects of political rights (electoral process, political
pluralism, and participation) and civil liberties (functioning of government, freedom of
expression and belief, associational and organizational rights, personal autonomy, and individual
rights). Specifically, political rights indicators add up to 40 points, and civil liberties indicators
add up to 60 points, leading to a total of 100 points (Freedom House, 2020b).
Dependent Variables
The dependent variable of this study is global public interests during the COVID-19
pandemic. Adopting Jeong and Mahmood’s approach (2011), public interests were determined
by popular search queries used by people around the world during the pandemic. First, public
interests were assessed in two broad ways: COVID-19 related interests and general public
interests. The COVID-19 related public interests were categorized into five sub-groups,
including symptoms, information, preventions, adjustments, and others (no search terms satisfied
the definition of others, so there were only four sub-groups in the analysis). These topics were
constructed based on the pilot study conducted with two countries (the U.S. and Taiwan). For
general public interests, this study constructed a 15-item category, including communication
media, search engines, climate, shops and retailers, travels, celebration, tech-based tools,
technology, entertainment, politics, economy, sports, food, news, and others. This is also based
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on Jeong and Mahmood’s approach (2011) and the pilot analysis. The category, news, was
eliminated from all the models because news may contain both COVID-19 related and general
public interest. Others was also not included in the models, which leads to only 13 categories in
the general public interest. A full coding scheme is attached to this study as an appendix.
Control Variables
To understand the unique influences of the three national characteristics on global public
interests, this study controlled for the COVID-19 situations of each nation. The COVID-19
situations of each country were measured in four ways – new cases, new deaths, case growth,
and death growth. New cases (deaths) refer to the newly added number of COVID-19 cases
(deaths) in the specific week. The reason for including COVID-19 new cases or new deaths
instead of total cases or total deaths is because public interest may be more likely influenced by
the most recent COVID-19 situations. Case growth (or decline) and death growth (or decline)
were calculated by the specific week’s number of cases and deaths divided by the previous
week’s cases and deaths, respectively. Particularly, the two growth (decline) control variables
enabled this study to more effectively control the recent changes in COVID-19 condition that
might have influenced public interests in the pandemic-related issues during a specific period.
The COVID-19 cases and deaths data were collected from the World Health Organization
website, while the case growth and death growth data were calculated from the new cases and
new deaths data. Case growth and death growth were not included in the final model when
analyzing search interests in the four phases (model 5-1 to 5-4) due to multicollinearity reasons.
Study Procedure
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Resource of Public Interest. This study used Google to obtain the general public’s
searches around the world. The inclusion of Google was based on its global popularity and its
archiving assistance through Google Trends, which shows the most popular search terms of a
country during a specific period along with their relative strengths. Based on Google Trends’
suggestion, this study gathered popularly sought terms in a given week.
Pretest. Using popularly searched inquiries on Google in the U.S. and Taiwan, this study
conducted a pretest to identify and categorize public interests. This study gathered weekly search
queries between December 29, 2019, and September 26, 2020. Based on the results of this pilot
run and the category constructed by Jeong and Mahmood (2011), two broad public interest
categories (COVID-19- public interests and general public interests) were developed with five
and 15 sub-categories in each group, respectively.
Country Selection. This study included 23 countries from six continents. This selection
included Australia, Chile, China, Cuba, El Salvador, France, Greece, Honduras, Iran, Italy,
Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria, Russia, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Taiwan, Turkey,
United Kingdom, United States, and Venezuela. This study used four selection criteria to select
more representative countries for the dataset: the balance of national characteristics, geographic
balance, consideration of the domestic COVID-19 situation, and the researcher’s language
ability. First, three national characteristics (independent variables of this study) were considered
to prevent possible data misrepresentation due to the lack of diversity in each independent
variable (such as including mostly politically free or socioeconomically wealthy nations). It
should be noted that, however, this selection may result in including some politically not free
countries or politically partly free countries purposefully because of the small number of such
nations in those categories. As a result, this study intentionally included Turkey and Venezuela
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for politically not free countries and Mexico and Nigeria for politically partly free countries.
Secondly, the study considered the geographic balance and included countries from all six
continents in order to represent global public interests adequately.
Table1. Weeks included in each continent.
Frequency

Percent

Africa

16

8.7

Asia

40

21.7

Europe

48

26.1

North America

40

21.7

Oceania

16

8.7

South America

24

13

Total

184

100

Table 1 shows the number of weeks of data from each continent. However, it should be
noted that some continents included more countries due to the total number of countries in the
continent. For example, while two countries were selected from Oceania, six countries were
chosen from Europe. These criteria also helped prevent data corruption due to some events that
occurred in geographically close regions. Additionally, a country’s domestic COVID-19
condition was also considered to prevent a potential data distortion caused by different pandemic
situations. Finally, because Google Trends only supports popular search terms in the native
languages of each nation, this study selected the nations where the researcher was able to
understand and interpret search terms proficiently.
COVID-19 Pandemic Phases. In order to acquire a comprehensive understanding of
global public interests during the pandemic, this study included popular inquires used in different
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pandemic conditions. This study included four phases based on the global development of
COVID-19, from its outbreak starting in late 2019. These four phases are:
Phase 1 (December 29, 2019 - March 7, 2020). This period began from the inception of
COVID-19, which is when the week when China reported its first coronavirus case to the World
Health Organization (WHO).
Phase 2 (March 8, 2020 - June 6, 2020). This phase started in the week when the WHO
declared the situation a pandemic. This was also the same week when U.S. President Trump
declared COVID-19 a national emergency. Beginning from this time, people around the world
started to pay more attention to COVID-19 information, as cases surged.
Phase 3 (June 7, 2020 - September 27, 2020): This phase started at the week when the
U.S. surpassed 2 million COVID-19 cases. This period covered the summer of 2020, which was
the first peak for numerous countries. During this phase, most countries experienced economy
restriction or businesses lockdown, and international travels were limited in many areas.
Phase 4 (September 28, 2020 - January 2, 2021): The last phase started at the week
when the world surpassed 1 million deaths due to COVID-19. In this period, vaccines were
developed, which may be the interest of people around the world.
For the purpose of this study, days in each phase were aggregated into a weekly basis.
Then, using a random number generator, this study selected two weeks from each phase. The
inclusion of two random weeks from each phase is expected to prevent possible data corruption
due to a socially significant event happening during a certain time period (e.g., BLM in 2020).
Additionally, the extended time periods also enabled this study to obtain more generalizable
findings.
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Coding Process and Intercoder Reliability. Using the coding scheme (see Appendix)
developed based on previous research and the pilot test, this study determined 4,600 (23
countries X 25 top searches X eight weeks) popularly searched queries by people in the 23
nations around the world in four different pandemic phases. For the search terms that the
researcher was unfamiliar with or unable to identify, various resources such as web searches,
translation programs, reference literature, and colleagues were utilized. When the researcher was
not able to code the search (e.g., if terms contain multiple meanings) – those searches were put
into the “others category. Finally, in order to assess the accuracy of data coding, intercoder
reliability was checked with a second coder, who was not part of the current study. The two
coders shared about 10% (400 search terms) of the search terms generated from Taiwan and
China. The result of Scott’s Pi test shows that the two coders agreed on 98.9% of search terms.
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics of Major Variables
This study coded a total of 23 countries with eight weeks of the top 25 search terms each
(two weeks from each phase). Among all the searches in the dataset, 90.59% were general
interest searches, while 9.41% were COVID-19 related searches. Within the general interest
searches, communication media was the most searched category, which contained 13.30% of the
total searches, while food was the least searched category, which contained .13% of the total
searches. For the COVID-19 related searches, COVID-19 information was the most searched
category with 7.90%, while COVID-19 symptoms was the least searched category with .06%.
Global public searches and the major variables of this study show widely different
patterns and ranges. As for the political factor (M = 65.04, SD = 31.39), Australia (98) and New
Zealand (98) have the highest political freedom, while China (10) has the lowest political
freedom among the 23 countries selected. For the SES factor (M = $27,544, SD = $15,795), the
U.S. has the highest GDP per capita of $62,530, while Honduras has the lowest GDP per capita
of $5,600. For the cultural power distance dimension (PDI, M = 60.64, SD = 17.40), Russia’s
PDI value (93) was the highest, while New Zealand’s PDI value (22) was the lowest. For the
individualistic value (IDV, M = 45.41, SD = 26.17), the U.S. has the highest value (91), while
Venezuela has the lowest value (12). In terms of the masculinity index (MAS, M = 52.36, SD =
12.50), Venezuela has the highest MAS (73), while Chile has the lowest MAS value (28). For the
Uncertainty avoidance index (UAI, M = 70.05, SD = 21.42), Greece has the highest value of 100,
while China has the lowest uncertainty avoidance of 30. For the long-term orientation index
(LTO, M = 44.14, SD = 26.73), South Korea has the highest value (100), while Nigeria has the
lowest value (13). For the indulgence index (IVR, M = 58.52, SD = 22.75), Venezuela has the
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highest IVR value (100), while Russia has the lowest value (20). The descriptive statistics of the
major variables are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Major Variables

Cultural
factor
(n=176)

Political
factor
(n=184)
SES
factor
(n=184)

Std.
Skewness
Deviation

Min

Max

Mean

22.00

93.00

60.64

17.40

-.23

-.46

12.00

91.00

45.41

26.17

.53

-1.16

28.00

73.00

52.36

12.50

-.06

-1.15

30.00

100.00

70.05

21.42

-.15

-.95

13.00

100.00

44.14

26.73

.74

-.67

20.00

100.00

58.52

22.75

.09

-.87

Political freedom

10.00

98.00

65.04

31.39

-.64

-1.24

GDP per capita
(000)

5.60

62.53

27.54

15.79

.44

-.79

1.82

30.69

13.30

6.27

.21

-.61

.00

49.86

12.82

8.83

2.11

5.17

.00

33.70

10.80

7.85

.45

-.42

.00

31.09

6.34

6.96

1.32

1.09

.00
.00
.00

9.95
5.98
24.32

.50
.13
.86

1.50
.74
2.85

4.05
6.19
5.43

18.47
39.99
34.79

.00

39.33

7.83

6.83

1.53

2.88

.00
.00
.00

46.68
11.99
35.57

6.60
.88
1.59

9.60
2.12
4.35

2.22
2.93
4.50

4.87
9.05
25.91

.00

71.92

8.30

13.02

2.80

8.42

.00

63.85

5.99

12.03

3.35

11.40

Power distance
(PDI)
Individualistic
value (IDV)
Masculinity
(MAS)
Uncertainty
avoidance (UAI)
Long-term
orientation (LTO)
Indulgence (IVR)

Social Media (%)
Search Engine
(%)
Climate (%)
Shop/Retailers
(%)
Travel (%)
NonCOVID- Food (%)
19 search Politics (%)
terms
Tech-based Tools
(n=184)
(%)
Sports (%)
Technology (%)
Celebration (%)
Entertainment
(%)
Economy (%)
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Kurtosis

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Major Variables (Cont’d.)
COVID-19
.00
2.39
.06
symptoms (%)
COVID- COVID-19
.00
33.04
.65
19 search preventions (%)
terms
COVID-19
.00
26.39
.79
(n=184)
adjustments (%)
COVID-19
.00
44.88
7.90
information (%)

.33

5.63

31.16

3.13

7.59

68.47

2.76

6.04

45.71

9.91

1.62

2.18

Analysis Procedure
The researcher performed a series of multiple regression analyses to examine if national
characteristics are associated with global public interests assessed with online searches.
Specifically, Model 1 examined the impacts of national characteristics on global public interests
on general COVID-19 related issues. The second set of models (Model 2-1 to Model 2-4) looked
into the influences of those national features on specific COVID-19 issues (symptom,
prevention, adjustment, and information, respectively). Model 3 examined the relationship
between national characteristics and general, non-COVID-19 related public interests, while the
next models (Model 4-1 to Model 4-13) tested the impact of national characteristics on separate
non-COVID issues (communication media, search engine, climate, shops and retailers, travel,
food, politics, tech-based tools, sports, technology, celebration, entertainment, and economy,
respectively). Finally, Model 5 split the dataset into the four COVID-19 phases and determined
the association between national characteristics and global public interests.
For these analyses, three blocks were created for each independent variable. That is the
cultural factor with the six cultural dimensions, the political block with political freedom, and the
SES block with GDP per capita. Additionally, a COVID-19 block was included as a control
block, including new cases, new deaths, case growth, and death growth.
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The Impact of Control Variables
The impact of the control variables varies depending on public interests. The impact of
cases growth (b = .017, β = .33, p = .001) was significant in the COVID-19 overall interest
analysis (Model 1) while that of the cases growth (b = .009, β = .29, p = .002) was significant in
the COVID-19 adjustment model (Model 2-3). Similarly, death growths (b = .000, β = .23, p
= .008) and deaths (b = -.000, β = -.37, p = .008) were significant in Model 4-9 (sports). Finally,
in Model 4-13 (economy), deaths (b = .000, β = .47, p < .001) was significant.
Overall COVID-19 related public interests
The influences of national characteristics on COVID-19 issues (RQ1a) were examined in
two ways, overall COVID-19 issues and individual issues. First, for the former analysis, public
interests on various COVID-19 issues (symptoms, preventions, adjustments, and information)
were aggregated in Model 1. Results showed that political freedom (b = .002, β = .45, p = .027)
was significantly associated with global public interests in overall COVID-19 issues during the
pandemic in 2020. This indicated that countries with higher political freedom searched more
COVID-19 issues compared to those countries with low political freedom. For global public
interests on overall COVID-19 issues, the cultural factors explained 5.5% of the variance, while
the political and SES factors additionally explained a 4.7% and 1.2%, The total variance
explained by Model 1 is 25.5%, F (12, 92) = 2.63, p = .005. The result of the regression analysis
is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Global Public Interest in Overall COVID-19 Issues
Model 1
b
Beta Coefficient
P-value
Independent variables
Power distance
.003
.27
.198
Individualistic value
-.001
-.14
.453
Masculinity
.003
.23
.051
Cultural factors
Uncertainty avoidance
-.000
-.06
.668
Long-term orientation
-.000
-.04
.856
Indulgence
-.001
-.10
.653
Political factors
Political freedom
.002
.45
.027 *
SES factors
GDP Per capita (000)
-.000
-.06
.713
Control variables
Cases Growth
.017
.33
.001 **
Death Growth
-.000
-.10
.297
COVID-19
situational factors
Cases
-.000
-.04
.773
Deaths
-.000
-.13
.398
2
Incremental /Total R
Cultural Block
5.5%
Political Block
4.7%
SES Block
1.2%
Control Block
14.1%
Total
25.5%
Note. Cell entries above are regression coefficients and standardized beta coefficients (the latter
are in parentheses). *: p<.05, **: p<.01, ***: p<.001
Individual COVID-19 related public interests
The impacts of the three national characteristics on individual COVID-19 issues were
tested in Models 2-1 (symptoms), 2-2 (preventions), 2-3 (adjustments) and 2-4 (information). The
results of the regression analyses are displayed in Table 4. First, Model 2-1 showed that IDV
value (b = .001, β = .46, p = .018) of a country has a significant impact on public interest on the
symptoms of COVID-19 (e.g., cough, sore throat). This indicated that people in more
individualistic nations were more interested in and searched more for COVID-19 symptom
issues than those in more collectivistic countries. However, the impacts of other national
characteristics were not statistically significant with regard to the global search on COVID-19
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symptom topics. In Model 2-1, the cultural block explained 10.5% of the variance of COVID-19
symptom searches while the political and SES blocks explained .4% and 2.3% of the variance,
respectively. The total variance explained by Model 2-1 is 18.4%, F (12, 92) = 1.72, p = .074.
As for COVID-19 preventions (Model 2-2), the impacts of the three cultural factors, IDV
(b = -.001, β = -.63, p < .001), MAS (b = -.001, β = -.29, p = .008) and UAI (b = -.000, β = -.27,
p = .042), were significantly associated but in an opposite direction. Findings indicated that
people in more collectivistic, more feminine and more uncertainty accepting nations searched for
more COVID-19 prevention issues (e.g., masks), than those in more individualistic, more
masculine and more uncertainty accepting countries. Additionally, the impact of political
freedom (b = .001, β = .49, p = .007) was also significant, indicating that people in countries with
a higher political freedom tended to search more about COVID-19 prevention topics such as
masks and hand sanitizer. In Model 2-2, the cultural block explained 34.9% of the variance of
COVID-19 prevention searches while the political and SES blocks explained 4.5% and .0% of
the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by Model 2-2 is 1.4%, F (12, 92) = 5.29,
p < .001.
For COVID-19 adjustment interests (Model 2-3), among the three national traits, the
impact of the SES factor (GDP per capita, b = -.002, β = -.45, p = .004) was solely found to be
significant, indicating that people in higher SES countries searched more about COVID-19
adjustment topics, such as lockdown. In Model 2-3, the cultural block explained 11.3% of the
variance of COVID-19 adjustment searches, while the political and SES blocks explained 4.0%
and 7.6% of the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by the model is 30.6 %, F
(12, 92) = 3.37, p < .001.
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Finally, for COVID-19 information issues (Model 2-4), MAS cultural dimension (b
= .003, β = .33, p = .006) and GDP per capita (b = .002, β = .41, p = .012) were significantly
associated. This indicated that people in more masculine and more wealthier nations searched
more COVID-19 information topics, such as Italy coronavirus. In Model 2-4, the cultural block
explained 12.0% of the variance of COVID-19 information searches, while the political and SES
blocks explained .1% and 1.9% of the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by the
model is 25.2 %, F (12, 92) = 2.59, p = .005.
Table 4. Global Public Interests in Individual COVID-19 Issues
Model 2-1
Model 2-2
Symptoms Preventions
Independent Variables
Power distance
.001 (.22) -.000 (-.09)
.001 (.46) -.001 (-.63)
Individualistic value
**
***
-.001
-.001 (-.29)
Masculinity
(-.18)
**
Cultural
Uncertainty
-.000
-.000 (-.27)
factors
avoidance
(-.01)
*
Long-term
.000 (.28)
.000 (.20)
orientation
.000
Indulgence
.000 (.02)
(.286)
Political
Political freedom
.000 (.11) .001 (.49) **
factor
GDP Per capita
-.001
SES factor
-.000 (-.03)
(thousand)
(-.31)
Control variables
Cases
.002 (.18) -.000 (-.032)
Growth
COVIDDeath
.000 (.01) -.000 (-.09)
19
Growth
situational
Cases
.000 (.23) -.000 (-.05)
factors
-.000
Deaths
.000 (.12)
(-.08)
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Model 2-3
Adjustments

Model 2-4
Information

.001 (.19)

.001 (.15)

.000 (.05)

-.001 (-.16)

.001 (.15)

.003 (.33) **

-.001 (-.18)

.001 (.16)

.000 (.11)

-.001(-.29)

-.001 (-.14)

-.001 (-.11)

.001 (.37)

.000 (.10)

-.002
(-.45)**

.002 (.41) *

.009 (.29) **

.006 (.146)

-.000 (-.02)

-.000 (-.083)

.000 (.015)

-.000 (-.12)

.000 (.05)

-.000 (-.22)

Table 4. Global Public Interests in Individual COVID-19 Issues (Cont’d.)
Incremental /Total R2
Cultural Block
10.5%
34.9%
11.3%
12.0%
Political Block
.4%
4.5%
4.0%
.1%
SES Block
2.3%
.0%
7.6%
1.9%
Control Block
5.2%
1.4%
7.7%
11.2%
Total
18.4%
40.8%
30.6%
25.2%
Note. Cell entries above are regression coefficients and standardized beta coefficients (the latter
are in parentheses). *: p<.05, **: p<.01, ***: p<.001
General Interest Variables (Overall)
Similar to RQ1a, the impacts of national characteristics on non-COVID-19 issues were
examined in two ways, overall and individual issues. Model 3 determined if various national
characteristics were associated with searches of non-COVID-19 issues during the pandemic in
2020 (RQ1b). For this analysis, global searches for 13 general themes (communication media,
search engine, climate, shops and retailers, travel, food, politics, tech-based tools, sports,
technology, celebration, entertainment, and economy) were aggregated. The theme, news, was
excluded because some part of the news might be related to COVID-19.
The results indicated that the three national characteristics were not particularly related to
public interests in these general issues during the pandemic. In Model 3, the cultural block
explained 5.5 % of the variance of non-COVID-19, general issue searches, while the SES and
political blocks explained .0% and 7.2% of the variance, respectively. The total variance
explained by Model 3 is 25.2%, F (12, 92) = 2.59, p = .005. The result of multiple regression
analyses is presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Global Public Interest in Overall non-COVID-19, General Issues
Beta
Model 3
b
Coefficient
Independent variables
Power distance
-.000
-.02
Individualistic value
-.002
-.33
Masculinity
-.001
-.08
Cultural factors
Uncertainty avoidance
-.001
-.12
Long-term orientation
-.001
-.23
Indulgence
-.003
-.38
Political factors
Political freedom
.000
.03
SES factors
GDP Per capita (000)
.002
.29
Control variables
Cases Growth
-.015
-.28
Death Growth
.000
.000
.000

Cases
Deaths
Incremental /Total R2
Cultural Block
Political Block
SES Block
Control Block
Total

P-value
.916
.068
.530
.425
.235
.073
.882
.065
.004 **

.10

.282

.15
.08

.330
.614

5.5%
.0%
7.2%
12.5%
25.2%

Note. Cell entries above are regression coefficients and standardized beta coefficients (the latter
are in parentheses). *: p<.05, **: p<.01, ***: p<.001.
General Interest Variables (individual topics)
The impacts of the national characteristics on individual non-COVID-19 (general) issues
were tested from Models 4-1 to Model 4-13. The results of the regression analyses are displayed
in Table 6.
For the communication media category (Model 4-1), the influences of three cultural
dimensions PDI (b = -.002, β = -.29, p = .023), IDV (b = -.002, β = -.46, p < .001), LTO (b
= .003, β = .86, p < .001) were significant. This indicated that people in low PDI countries and
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more collectivistic countries searched more for communication media, such as Facebook or
Gmail, compared to people in high PDI countries and more individualistic nations. The LTO
indicator showed that people in long-term orientation countries tended to search more about
communication media than those in short-term orientation countries. In Model 4-1
(communication media), the cultural block explained 69.3% of the variance of public interests of
general communication media, while the political and the SES blocks explained .0% and .8% of
the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by Model 4-1 is 71.9 %, F (12, 92) =
19.68, p < .001.
For the search engine category (Model 4-2), two cultural dimensions, IDV (b = .001, β
= .42, p = .011) and UAI (b = .002, β = .48, p < .001) were found to be influential. This indicated
that people in individualistic countries were more inclined to look for search engine related items
(e.g., Google or Yahoo), compared to those in collectivistic countries, while people in
uncertainty avoiding countries were likely to search more about search engines than people in
uncertainty accepting countries. In Model 4-2, the cultural block explained 33.2% of the variance
of COVID-19 issue searches, while the political and SES blocks explained .1% and .7% of the
variance, respectively. The total variance explained by the model is 39.1%, F (12, 92) = 4.91, p
< .001.
For the climate category (Model 4-3), the regression analysis showed that global public
interest in climate issues, such as weather or wild fire, are influenced by various national
characteristics, PDI (b = .002, β = .58, p = .001), IDV (b = .001, β = .39, p = .009), MAS (b =
-.001, β = -.21, p = .030), and LTO (b = -.001, β = -.32, p = .042), political freedom (b = .001, β
= .47, p = .005), and GDP per capita (b = .002, β = .52, p < .001). In Model 4-3, the cultural
block explained the most with 34.6% of the variance of public interest of climate, followed by
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the SES (9.2%) and political (4.0%) blocks, respectively. The total variance explained by Model
4-3 is 51.7%, F (12, 92) = 8.20, p < .001.
For the shops and retailers issues (Model 4-4), two cultural dimensions, IDV (b = .001, β
= .24, p = .003) and IVR (b = .001, β = .19, p = .038) along with GDP per capita (b = .002, β
= .69, p < .001) were influential. This indicated that people in individualistic countries and
indulgent countries were more interested in shops/retailers topics compared to people in
collectivistic and restrained countries, respectively. People in high SES countries were also more
interested in shops/retailers compared to low SES countries. In Model 4-4, the cultural block
explained 61.4% of the variance of shops/retailers searches, while the political and SES blocks
explained 1.2% and 21.5% of the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by the
model is 85.8%, F (12, 92) = 46.425, p < .001.
For the travel category (Model 4-5), the results showed that none of the national
characteristics were particularly related to the travel searches (e.g., flights or subway). The
cultural block explained 7.8% of the variance of travel-related searches while political and SES
blocks explained .1% and 1.6% of the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by the
model is 12.8%, F (12, 92) = 1.12, p = .351.
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Table 6. Global Public Interest in Individual Non-COVID-19, General Issues
Model 4-1
Communication
Media

Model 4-2
Search
Engine

Model 4-3
Climate

Model 4-4
Shop Retailer

Power distance

-.002 (-.29)*

.001 (.17)

.002 (.58)**

-.000 (-.10)

Individualistic
value

-.002 (-.46)***

.001 (.42)*

.001 (.39)**

.001 (.24)**

Masculinity

.001 (.09)

-.001 (-.21)*

-.000 (-.03)

.000 (.11)

-.000 (-.02)

Model
4-5
Travel

Model
4-6
Food

Model
4-7
Politics

Independent Variables

Cultural
factors

Political factor

Uncertainty
avoidance
Long-term
orientation

-.000 (-.027)

-.000
(-.047)
.002
(.48)***

.003 (.86)***

.001 (.19)

-.001 (-.32)*

.000 (.15)

Indulgence

.000 (.06)

.000 (.05)

-.001(-.29)

.001 (.19)*

Political freedom

.000 (.07)

.000 (.13)

.001 (.47)**

-.000 (-.15)

.000 (.09)

.000 (.10)

.002 (.52)***

.002 (.69)***

-.003 (-.10)

-.004 (-.17)

-.002 (-.10)

-.002 (-.07)

.000 (.04)

-.000 (-.09)

.000 (.12)

.000 (.08)

Cases

.000 (.02)

-.000 (-.06)

-.000 (-.06)

.000 (.11)

Deaths

.000 (.06)

.000 (.17)

-.000 (-.11)

-.000(-.04)

69.3%
.0%
.8%
1.8%
71.9%

33.2%
.1%
.7%
5.1%
39.1%

34.6%
4.0%
9.2%
3.9%
51.7%

61.4%
1.2%
21.5%
1.7%
85.8%

GDP Per capita
(000)
Control Variables
COVID-19
Cases Growth
Situational
factors
Death Growth
SES factor

Incremental /Total R2
Cultural Block (%)
Political Block (%)
SES Block (%)
Control Block (%)
Total (%)
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.000
(.01)
-.000
(-.11)
.000
(.06)
.000
(.08)
.000
(.23)
.000
(.08)
.000
(.11)
.000
(.31)
.000
(.02)
-.000
(-.06)
-.000
(-.02)
-.000
(-.19)
7.8%
.1%
1.6%
3.3%
12.8%

.001 (.49)*
-.000 (-.48)*
.000 (.05)
-.001
(-.63)***
-.000 (-.20)
-.000 (-.40)

.002
(.57)**
-.000
(-.19)
.001
(.23)*
-.000
(-.03)
-.000
(-.02)
-.000
(-.14)

.000 (.47)*

.001 (.26)

.000 (.04)

-.000
(-.13)

-.000 (-.01)
-.000 (-.04)

-.003
(-.13)
-.000
(-.07)

.000 (.02)

.000 (.02)

-.000 (-.00)

.000 (.06)

20.0%
4.2%
.0%
.2%
24.4%

34.2%
1.2%
.4%
2.7%
28.5%

Table 6. Global Public Interest in Individual Non-COVID-19, General Issues (Cont’d.)
Model 4-8
Model 4-9
Model 4-10
Model 4-11
Model 4-12
Model 4-13
Tech-based
Sports
Technology
Celebration
Entertainment
Economy
tools
Independent Variables
Power distance
.005 (.97)*** .002 (.60)** -.000 (-.10) -.006 (-.56)** -.005 (-.62)***
.000 (.16)
Individualistic
-.001 (-.21)
-.000 (-.05)
-.000 (-.18)
-.001 (-.10)
-.001 (-.15)
-.000 (-.19)
value
Masculinity
.001 (.12)
.000 (.01)
-.000 (-.01) -.004 (-.33)**
.002 (.19)
.000 (.01)
Cultural
Uncertainty
-.002
factors
-.000 (-.18)
-.000 (-.03)
-.002 (-.31)*
.003 (.49)***
.000 (.03)
avoidance
(-.63)***
Long-term
-.002
-.001 (-.35)* -.000 (-.24)
-.002 (-.38)*
.001 (.25)
-.000 (-.26)*
orientation
(-.78)***
Indulgence
-.002 (-.57)** -.001 (-.49)* -.000 (-.19)
-.002 (-.31)
.003 (.59)**
.000 (-.26)*
Political
Political freedom .002 (.90)*** .001 (.48)*
.000 (.12)
-.002 (-.29)
-.004 (-.85)***
.000 (.15)
factor
GDP Per capita
.001
-.004
SES factor
.000 (.00)
-.000 (-.19)
.000 (.01)
.001 (.78)***
(000)
(.58)***
(-.53)***
Control Variables
COVID-19
Cases Growth
-.001 (-.03)
-.001 (-.08)
-.001 (-.11)
.001 (.02)
.001 (.02)
.000 (.03)
Situational
Death Growth
.000 (.01)
.000 (.23)**
.000 (-.05)
.000 (-.02)
.000 (.03)
.000 (.14)
factors
Cases
.000 (.06)
.000 (.32)
.000 (-.11)
.000 (-.03)
.000 (.10)
.000 (-.16)
.000
Deaths
.000 (-.12)
.000 (.21)
.000(.18)
.000 (-.14)
.000 (.47)***
(-.37)**
Incremental /Total R2
Cultural Block (%)
12.9%
10.2%
3.4%
39.8%
32.2%
24.9%
Political Block (%)
16.9%
4.0%
.3%
1.2%
14.5%
.1%
SES Block (%)
.0%
15.0%
.9%
8.6%
.0%
34.9%
Control Block (%)
.6%
10.0%
3.4%
1.9%
.8%
11.7%
Total (%)
30.4%
39.2%
8.0%
51.5%
47.5%
71.5%
Note. Cell entries above are regression coefficients and standardized beta coefficients (the latter are in parentheses).
*: p<.05, **: p<.01, ***: p<.001
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For the food category (Model 4-6), the influences of three cultural dimensions – PDI (b
= .001, β = .49, p = .018), IDV (b = -.000, β = -.48, p = .01), and UAI (b = - .001, β = -.63, p
< .001), were found to be significant. This indicated that people in countries with large power
distance, collectivistic values, and low uncertainty avoidance searched more food-related items
compared to people in countries that has small power distance, individualistic values, and high
uncertainty avoidance. Political freedom was also found to be related with people’s public
interest in food (b = .000, β = .47, p = .022). This indicated that people in countries with higher
political freedom searched more about food-related topics compared to people in lower political
freedom countries. In Model 4-6, the cultural block explained 20.0% of the variance of foodrelated searches while political and SES blocks explained 4.2% and .0% of the variance,
respectively. The total variance explained by the model is 24.4%, F (12, 92) = 2.48, p = .007.
For the politics category (Model 4-7), two cultural dimensions were significantly
correlated with public interest in politics – PDI (b = .002, β = .57, p = .003) and MAS (b = .001,
β = .23, p = .035). This indicated that citizens in large power distance countries searched more
about politics than citizens in small power distance countries, while citizens in masculine
countries searched more about politics than citizens in feminine counties. In Model 4-7, the
cultural block explained 34.2% of the variance of politics issue searches while political and SES
blocks explained 1.2% and .4% of the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by the
model is 28.5%, F (12, 92) = 4.80, p < .001.
For the tech-based tools category (Model 4-8), four cultural dimensions – PDI (b = .005,
β = .97, p < .001), UAI (b = -.002, β = -.63, p < .001), LTO (b = -.002, β = -.78, p < .001), and
IVR (b = -.002, β = -.57, p = .006) were correlated with global people’s interest in tech-based
tools (e.g., Google translate, calculator). The results from the cultural block revealed several
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information. First, people in large power distance countries searched more for tech-based tools
than people in small power distance countries. In terms of UAI, people in uncertainty avoiding
(high UAI) countries searched less for tech-based tools than people in uncertainty accepting (low
UAI) countries. Additionally, people in countries with long-term orientation (high LTO) and
indulgence characteristics (high IVR) tended to be less interested in tech-based tools compared
to people in countries with short-term orientation (low LTO) and restrained characteristics (low
IVR). Political freedom is also significant (b = .002, β = .90, p < .001), which shows that people
in politically free countries searched more about tech-based tools than people in politically
unfree countries. In Model 4-8, the cultural block explained 12.9% of the variance of politics
issue searches while political and SES block explained 16.9% and .0% of the variance,
respectively. The total variance explained by Model 4-8 is 30.4%, F (12, 92) = 3.34, p < .001.
For the sports category (Model 4-9), again, three cultural dimensions – PDI (b = .002, β
= .60, p = .002), LTO (b = -.001, β = -.35, p = .045), and IVR (b = -.001, β = -.49, p = .011) were
found to be influential. The results indicated that people in high PDI countries searched more
sports-related items, such as NBA or football, compared to people in low PDI countries. People
in high LTO countries searched less about sports than those in low LTO countries. In addition,
people in high IVR countries also searched less about sports than people in low IVR countries.
The other two factors – political freedom (b = .001, β = .48, p = .01) and GDP per capita (b
= .001, β = .58, p < .001) were also significant in the model. This indicated that high political
freedom countries and high SES countries searched more about sports issues than those in low
political freedom countries and low SES countries, respectively. In Model 4-9, the cultural block
explained 10.2% of the variance of sports-related issue searches while political and SES blocks
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explained 4.0% and 15.0% of the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by the
model is 39.2%, F (12, 92) = 4.96, p < .001.
For the technology category (Model 4-10), none of the independent variables were
significantly associated with global public interest in technology. The cultural block explained
3.4% of the variance of general technology issue searches while political and SES blocks
explained .3% and .9% of the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by the model
is 8.0%, F (12, 92) = .001, p = .780.
For the celebration category (Model 4-11), the impacts of four cultural dimensions – PDI
(b = -.006, β = -.56, p = .001), MAS (b = -.004, β = -.33, p = .001), UAI (b = -.002, β = -.31, p
= .01), and LTO (b = -.002, β = -.38, p = .014) were found to be significant. This indicated that
people in high PDI countries searched less about celebration terms (e.g., Christmas) compared to
people in low PDI countries. People in masculine countries (high MAS) also searched less about
celebration compared to people in feminine countries (low MAS). People in high UAI and high
LTO countries also tended to search less about celebration compared to those in low UAI and
low LTO countries, respectively. For the SES block, the impact of GDP per capita (b = -.004, β =
-.53, p < .001) was also significant, indicating that people in low SES countries tended to search
more about celebration compared to people in high SES countries. In Model 4-11, the cultural
block explained 39.8% of the variance of celebration issue searches, while political and SES
blocks explained 1.2% and 8.6% of the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by
the model is 51.5%, F (12, 92) = 8.1, p < .001.
For the entertainment category (Model 4-12), the impacts of three cultural dimensions,
PDI (b = -.005, β = -.62, p < .001), UAI (b = .003, β = .49, p < .001), and IVR (b = .003, β = .59,
p = .001), were found to be influential. It was found that people in high PDI countries were less
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interested in entertainment related issues (e.g., Netflix) compared to low PDI countries. High
UAI countries and high IVR countries also searched more about entertainment than low UAI and
low IVR countries, respectively. The influence of political freedom was also significant (b =
-.004, β = -.85, p < .001). This indicated that people in high political freedom countries searched
less about entertainment than those in low political freedom countries. In Model 4-12, the
cultural block explained 32.2% of the variance of entertainment issue searches while political
and SES blocks explained 14.5% and .0% of the variance, respectively. The total variance
explained by the model is 47.5%, F (12, 92) = 6.95, p < .001.
For the economy category (Model 4-13), two cultural dimensions, LTO (b = -.000, β =
-.26, p = .03) and IVR (b = -.000, β = -.26, p = .046) were significantly associated with public
searches. This indicated that people in long-term orientation countries searched less about
economy issues (e.g., ASB Bank) compared to people in short-term orientation countries.
Additionally, people in high IVR countries tended to search less about economic issues than
people in low IVR countries. The impact of GDP per capita was also significant (b = .001, β
= .78, p < .001), indicating that people in high SES countries searched more about the economy
than people in low SES countries. In Model 4-13, the cultural block explained 24.9% of the
variance of global searches of economy-related issues while political and SES blocks
explained .1% and 34.9% of the variance, respectively. The total variance explained by the
model is 71.5%, F (12, 92) = 19.28, p < .001.

COVID-19 related interest with the four COVID-19 phases
RQ2 asked how the influences of the three national characteristics differ depending on the
global COVID-19 situations. Generally, people were more interested in non-COVID-19
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(general) issues even during the pandemic in 2020 globally. In Phase 1 (December 29, 2019, to
March 7, 2020), the weighted importance of public interests determined by public searches were
91.73% for non-COVID issues and 8.27% for COVID-19 issues. This pattern was maintained in
the later phases: Phase 2 (March 8 to June 6, 80.21% for non-COVID-19 vs. 19.79%), Phase 3
(June 7 to September 7, 94.73% vs. 5.27%) and Phase 4 (September 28, 2020 to January 2, 2021,
95.70% vs. 4.30%). Specifically, communication media (12.50%) and information (7.65%)
issues were the most searched categories in Phase 1. In Phase 2, general news topics (13.23%)
and COVID-19 information topics (16.87%) were the most searched in the non-COVID-19 and
COVID-19 categories, respectively. In Phase 3, people around the world were more interested in
communication media (15.21%) and COVID-19 information issues (4.18%) from the two
categories. Finally, people were interested in search engines (12.76%) and COVID-19
information (2.92%) from the two public interest categories in phase 4. Global public interests in
the four COVID-19 phases are displayed in Table 7.
Table 7: Mean Statistics of Global Public Interest Searched (weighted) during Four Phases
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Communication
12.50%
13.14%
15.21%
12.36%
Media
Search Engine
12.31%
12.29%
13.90%
12.76%
Climate
10.37%
7.83%
13.11%
11.88%
Shops and Retailers
5.16%
4.99%
7.59%
7.63%
Travel
.54%
.47%
.65%
.34%
Food
.06%
.17%
.15%
.16%
Politics
1.18%
.54%
1.09%
.63%
General
Tech-based Tools
7.41%
8.10%
7.35%
8.48%
Searches
Sports
11.22%
2.25%
5.15%
7.76%
Technology
.54%
1.07%
.91%
1.01%
Celebration
.76%
.45%
.47%
4.66%
Entertainment
8.65%
7.86%
7.63%
9.05%
Economy
5.48%
6.08%
6.52%
5.89%
News*
12.29%
13.23%
12.52%
11.09%
Others
3.26%
1.74%
2.49%
2.02%
Total
91.73%
80.21%
94.73%
95.70%
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Table 7: Mean Statistics of Global Public Interest Searched (weighted) during Four Phases
(Cont’d)
Symptoms
.05%
.15%
.04%
.00%
COVID -19
Preventions
.58%
1.02%
.17%
.86%
Related
Adjustments
.00%
1.76%
.88%
.52%
Searches
Information
7.65%
16.87%
4.18%
2.92%
Total
8.27%
19.79%
5.27%
4.30%
*News were not included in previous models but is listed here to give an overview of the mean
search frequency in each phase.
The next set of Models (Model 5-1 to Model 5-4) examined the influences of the
different national characteristics on public interests in COVID-19 issues in the four COVID-19
phases. The results showed that, out of the three national characteristics, some cultural
dimensions influenced global public interest in COVID-19 issues in different phases. Most
specifically, the impact of IDV was significant in Phase 1 (b = -.003, β = -.65, p = .032), Phase 2
(b = .003, β = .61, p = .021), and Phase 4 (b = .002, β = .72, p = .039), while that of MAS was
significant in Phase 1 (b = .005, β = .49, p = .018) and Phase 3 (b = -.002, β = -.52, p = .030).
In terms of COVID-19 topics, the results showed that in Phase 1, people in low IDV
(collectivistic) countries searched more for COVID-19 compared to people in high IDV
(individualistic) countries. Interestingly, a different pattern appeared in the later phases. People
in high IDV nations searched more COVID-19 issues than those in low IDV countries in Phases
2 and 4. In terms of MAS, people in high MAS (masculine) countries searched more about
COVID-19 issues than those in low MAS (feminine) countries in Phase 1; however, in Phase 3,
people in feminine countries searched more about COVID-19 than people in masculine
countries. In Phase 1, the cultural block explained the most variance of the impact of national
characteristic on public interest on COVID-19 issues with 29.0%, followed by the political
(3.8%) and SES (.5%) blocks, respectively. The total variance explained by Model 5-1 (Phase 1)
is 41.9%, F = 2.23, p < .043. In Model 5-2 (Phase 2), the cultural block explained the most
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variance as well with 43.7%, followed by the political block (5.1%) and the SES block (.3%).
The total variance explained by Model 5-2 (Phase 2) is 62.0%, F = 3.94, p = .001. For Model 5-3
(Phase 3) and Model 5-4 (Phase 4), the cultural block still explained the most variance with
30.6% and 29.1%, respectively. The political block and the SES block is 5.5% and .1% for
Model 5-3 (Phase 3), and 4.5% and .1% for Model 5-4 (Phase 4). The total variance explained by
Model 5-3 and Model 5-4 is 46.7% (F = 2.12, p = .049) and 39.1% (F = 1.55, p = .16),
respectively. The influences of the national characteristics on global public interests in COVID19 issues during the four phases are displayed in Table 8.
Table 8. Public Interest in Overall COVID-19 Issues during the Four Phases
Independent variables
Power distance
Individualistic
value
Cultural
factors

Masculinity
Uncertainty
avoidance
Long-term
orientation
Indulgence

Model 5-1 Model 5-2 Model 5-3 Model 5-4
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
.001 (.19)
.002 (.22) -.001 (-.24) .004 (.73)
-.003 (-.65)
.003 (.61) * -.000 (-.15) .002 (.72) *
*
-.002 (-.52)
.005 (.49) * -.002 (-.24)
.000 (.000)
*
-.002 (-.35)

-.001 (-.12)

.000 (-.15)

.000 (.06)

-.000 (-.07)

.002 (.39)

.000 (.03)

.000 (.15)

-.003 (-.55)

.002 (.32)

.001 (.23)

-.000 (-.13)

.002 (.49)

.001 (.38)

.002 (.58)

Political
factor

Freedom

.002 (.43)

SES factor

GDP Per capita
(000)

-.001 (-.12)

Cases

.000 (.27)

.000 (.74)

-.000 (1.19)

-.001
(-.113)
-.000 (1.34)

Deaths

-.001 (-.43)

-.000 (2.23)

.000 (.48)

.000 (.53)

COVID-19
Situational
factors

-.002 (-.20) -.000 (-.07)

Incremental /Total R2
Cultural Block
29.0%
43.7%
30.6%
29.1%
Political Block
3.8%
5.1%
5.5%
4.5%
SES Block
.5%
.3%
.1%
.1%
Control Block
8.6%
12.9%
10.5%
5.4%
Total
41.9%
62.0%
46.7%
39.1%
Note. Cell entries above are regression coefficients and standardized beta coefficients (the latter
are in parentheses). *: p<.05, **: p<.01, ***: p<.001
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Results summary
This study examined the impacts of various national characteristics on global public
interests during the COVID-19 pandemic. The results showed that a country’s political freedom
status significantly influence global public interests in overall COVID-19 issues while different
national characteristics influence public interests in individual COVID-19 issues, e.g., IDV for
COVID-19 symptoms; IDV, MAS, UAI, and political freedom for COVID-19 preventions; GDP
per capita for COVID-19 adjustments; and MAS and GDP per capita for COVID-19 information.
Similarly, global public interests in non-pandemic issues were influenced by the three
national characteristics differently: communication media (PDI, IDV, and LTO), search engine
(IDV and UAI), climate (PDI, IDV, MAS, LTO, political freedom, and GDP per capita), shop
and retailers (IDV, IVR, and GDP per capita), food (PDI, IDV, UAI, and political freedom),
politics (PDI and MAS), tech-based tools (PDI, UAI, LTO, IVR, and political freedom), sports
(PDI, LTO, IVR, political freedom, and GDP per capita), celebration (PDI, MAS, UAI, LTO,
and GDP per capita), entertainment (PDI, UAI, IVR, and political freedom), and economy (LTO,
IVR, and GDP per capita). Finally, global public interests in COVID-19 issues during the four
phases were mostly influenced by IDV and MAS.
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION
This study examines the influences of various national factors on global public interests
during the pandemic in 2020. The findings reveal several patterns predicted by previous research
while also showing results that contradicted past findings.
Influence on Global Public Interest in Overall COVID-19 Issues
RQ1a determines if the political, SES, and cultural characteristics of a country are
associated with global public interest in COVID-19 issues during the 2020 pandemic. The results
showed that, out of the three factors, political freedom is the only significant factor that
influences the overall COVID-19 issues. More specifically, people in the countries where higher
political freedom is provided tended to search more about COVID-19 compared to people in the
countries that have a lower political freedom. This can be explained by strict governmental
control of certain information by low political freedom countries (Tang & Zou, 2020). Another
possible explanation is that some authoritarian countries, such as Cuba or China, where political
freedom is not fully guaranteed, may have been more effective in controlling COVID-19
conditions and curbing the spread of the virus (Frey et al., 2020). Because of the better COVID19 conditions, people in those nations might have been less interested in COVID-19 related
items.
In determining the impact on individual COVID-19 issues, this study found different
patterns of the national characteristics. For the COVID-19 symptom issues, this study observed
that people in individualistic countries (e.g., U.S.) searched more COVID-19 symptom issues
than those in collectivistic countries (e.g., South Korea). However, a different pattern was
detected in other COVID-19 topics. That is, people in collectivistic countries searched more for
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COVID-19 preventions than those in individualistic countries. This may imply that people in
collectivistic cultures are more interested in COVID-19 prevention issues (e.g., masks), which
typically have a more collectivistic implication that helps prevent community spread.
Additionally, people in feminine countries searched more for COVID-19 preventions than those
in masculine nations. This can be explained by the characteristics of feminine culture that are
more circumspect, caring, and mindful of the situation than masculine culture (Hofstede et al.,
2010).
Interestingly, people in uncertainty avoiding nations (e.g., Chile) searched less COVID19 prevention issues than those in uncertainty accepting nations (e.g., the U.K.). Theoretically,
people in high UAI countries are likely to search more about ambiguous and unclear issues
(Hofstede et al., 2010), such as how to prevent the coronavirus than low UAI nations. One
explanation is that, due to their high uncertainty avoiding characteristics, people in high UAI
nations were more prepared for the pandemic. As a result, COVID-19 situation may be less
serious in high UAI countries (e.g., Greece) than low UAI countries (e.g., Italy, Spain, France),
and thus, they searched less COVID-19 prevention issues.
The impact of SES also varies widely when determining global pubic interests in various
COVID-19 issues. The results show that people in high SES countries were more interested in
COVID-19 information. This observation is consistent with past research that found a high
correlation between the SES degree and medical information interest (Abdelhafiz et al., 2020;
Ho, 2012).
Influence on Global Public Interest in General, Non-COVID-19 Topics
Overall, the three national characteristics were not significantly associated with global
public interest in general, non-COVID-19 topics. However, different patterns appeared in
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determining the impact on individual issues. Among some of the factors that have an impact on
public interests in general topics, it is noteworthy to discuss that people in collectivistic countries
searched for communication media more than those in individualistic countries during the 2020
pandemic. This finding is inconsistent with the findings of previous research. According to
Hofstede et al. (2010), people in individualistic countries tend to be more interested in using
communication media than people in collectivistic countries. However, this pattern was not
detected in the current study. Past research has also found that in certain collectivistic countries,
such as China, communication media are used frequently for the purpose of developing patriotic
attitudes (Hyun et al., 2014). This may lead to some connections to the massive public interest in
communication media in collectivistic countries.
Another interesting observation is that people in high PDI countries searched more
political issues than those in low PDI countries. This observation can be explained by political
traits associated with PDI. According to Hofstede et al. (2010), people in high PDI culture tend
to have strong political views and wide political spectrum, which may lead to more political
debate and conversation. Similarly, a gender difference in political topic preference may explain
why people in more masculine cultures searched more political items than those in more
feminine countries. Additionally, people in high PDI countries tended to be more interested in
sports topics compared to low PDI countries. In general, people in high PDI countries are more
dependent on people who are in higher ranks and powerful. Thus, they are likely to enjoy sports
and idolize athletes (Hofstede et al., 2010). In terms of LTO, people in short-term orientation
countries are more interested in sports as well as high SES and high political countries.
The current research also detected numerous national traits that are considerably
associated with global public searches in entertainment topics, including two cultural dimensions
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(IVR and PDI) and political freedom. Particularly, people in politically less free nations were
more interested in entertainment topics. This can be explained by possible governmental or
regulatory limitations of politically less free nations that curb participating in other types of
public discourse or political conversation.
A country’s SES is also influential in public interests in economy related topics, which is
consistent with Jeong and Mahmood’s findings (2011) of using SES to predict people’s interest
in economy related public interest. A possible explanation is that high SES countries might have
experienced a greater impact in their economy during the pandemic, which leads to more
concern of topics related to it. Another explanation is that people in higher SES countries may
have more financial investments and would be more likely interested in economic issues.
Influence on Global Public Interests During the Four Pandemic Phases
First, some meaningful differences were detected in comparing the mean values of
weighted public interests during the four COVID-19 phases (Table 7). Particularly, public
interests in COVID-19 (symptoms, preventions, adjustments, and information) were increased
globally in Phase 2, when the novel virus spread rapidly in most countries. However, in Phase 1,
when the virus was detected and before the WHO declared the pandemic, and Phase 4, when
people were habituated with the virus, global citizens were more interested in other general
issues, such as sports.
In regression analyses, two cultural values (IDV and MAS) are significantly related to
global public searches during the four phases (see Table 8). Interestingly, however, the directions
of the influences were altered over time in different phases. For example, in Phase 1, people in
collectivistic countries searched for more COVID-19 topics, while the direction was switched in
Phases 2 and 4, in which people in individualistic countries searched more on COVID-19 related
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topics. This may be due to the characteristic of collectivistic culture, which emphasizes more
about group and society values that can lead to public interest in a community crisis in an earlier
stage. Additionally, given that the COVID-19 crisis began in Asia, where collectivistic values are
dominant, these countries might be more interested in COVID-19 topic in Phase 1. It is also
interesting that people in masculine countries searched more COVID-19 issues at the beginning
of the crisis (Phase 1), whereas people in feminine countries looked for COVID-19 issues more
in Phase 3.
Implications of the Findings
The implication of this study is twofold, theoretical and practical implications. First, this
study provides a more comprehensive overview of the influences of various national
characteristics on global public interest by taking into consideration the impact of broader
national characteristics (cultural, political, and SES). Moreover, this study also implemented an
extended period of time with four distinctive phases. Thus, compared to the previous studies that
drew conclusions based on a single or limited number of national characteristics, the findings of
this study can be more valid and generalizable, and thus contribute to the international
communication literature on the impact of national characteristics. Additionally, this study can
serve as a useful guideline in producing effective public health messages when a global crisis
occurs. The three national characteristics with the associated public interests can provide useful
references on how to deliver important messages to people in different national structures.
Limitation and Future Research
This is the first study to examine the influences of national characteristics on global
public interest during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic. The finding of this study must be
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understood based on the following limitations. First, the study used political freedom, GDP per
capita, and Hofstede’s six dimensions as the respective indicators of political, SES and, cultural
factors of national characteristics. However, other indicators also exist for these factors as well,
such as press freedom for political factors, education and GNP for SES factors, and Hall’s
high/low text for cultural factors (Hall, 1989). Additionally, this study considered the impacts of
the three national characteristics to examine their impacts on global public interest. However,
other national factors might influence global public interest as well, such as medical conditions,
distinctive climate, geographical location, and diplomatic relations with other countries.
Also, the national characteristics the study considered may contain some limitations as
well. For example, according to Park (2016), although countries are categorized similarly (e.g.,
South Korea and the U. S. in terms of Freedom House’s political freedom) can have a
fundamentally different political structure. Similarly, Tunç (2019) argued that countries that
receive the same rating might have a considerable difference in terms of their culture, population,
and other aspects. These factors should be considered in future research on this topic.
Furthermore, this study determined global public interests during the 2020 pandemic by
investigating Internet search queries from people around the world. Although this approach is an
innovative way to examine public interest in a natural setting, it was not able to consider nonInternet users or those who did not perform Internet searches during the pandemic. According to
Gunkel (2003), a significant difference exists between Internet users and non-users regarding
their race, gender, education, and annual income. Thus, public interests of non-Internet users
might have been interested in other topics than Internet users during the 2020 pandemic.
Finally, this study included the top 25 most searched terms in each week. Although this
list is broader and contains more diverse searches than similar research by Jeong and Mahmood
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(2011), other types of public interests might exist. Similarly, this study included 23 nations in
determining global public interests. Although the country selections were made based on the
consideration of the three national characteristics and various selection criteria, people in
unselected countries might have formed different public interests during the 2020 pandemic.
The impact of COVID-19 still resonated globally. For this reason, future research is
suggested to compare the findings of this study with public interest in the later stages of the
pandemic and post-pandemic. Specifically, with the vaccines developed and distributed around
various countries, it would be meaningful to investigate how public interests change over time.
Also, a dataset with a wider timeframe or more countries included would be beneficial to
unveiling the mystery of public interest during the pandemic. Other possible expansions include,
comparing between global public interests during the 2020 pandemic and normal days without
global-focused events, or determining the impacts of personal characteristics on public interest
during the pandemic. It is important to denote that this research is just an exploratory study to
examine the overall impact of national characteristics. Future studies are suggested to dig deeper
into certain topics and apply the findings with more theoretical background.
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APPENDIX. CODING SCHEME FOR GOOGLE SEARCHES
Covid-19 related public interests
1. Symptoms: Symptoms of COVID-19, such as cough and drowsiness.
2. Information: Information of COVID-19, such as coronavirus.
3. Adjustments: Items that appear/disappear or increase/decrease in use because of COVID19. In other words, these keywords are things that may be seen as people’s adaption to
the pandemic, such as Zoom.
4. Preventions: Methods to prevent the spread or harm of COVID-19, such as masks.
5. Others: Any search queries related to COVID-19 but do not fit in the above four
categories. (When coding the data, all COVID-19 searches fit perfectly in the above four
categories, so this category does not appear in later analysis)
General public interests
1. Celebration: Holidays or special events that is celebrated nationally, such as new year,
valentines, and thanksgiving. This also includes special traditions associated with the
event, such as fireworks and turkey.
2. Communication Media: The name of social media or websites that provide interpersonal
communication via the Internet, such as Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter.
3. Climate: Even though named as Climate, this category is not limited to just daily weather.
This category includes natural disasters or any climate-related issues/events, such as
hurricane, global warming and forest fire.
4. Food: Search terms related to what people eat or drink, such as restaurant and lunch.
Food that are related to celebration, such as eating sticky rice dumplings (zongzi) during
Chinese dragon boat festival is coded in celebration.
5. Economy: Search terms related to the economy, such as stock market, IRS, and stimulus
check.
6. Entertainment: Items or events that fulfill people’s entertainment purposes, such as
movies, Netflix, video games, lottery. (* Sports was separately coded)
7. Politics: Terms related to politics, such as political figures, international relations,
government affairs, and social movement.
8. Search Engine: A website that searches for items in a database that corresponds to a
keyword of the user’s interest, such as Yahoo, Google, and YouTube.
9. Shops and retailers: This category include physical and online retailers, such as Walmart,
Amazon and Target.
10. Sports: Search queries related to sports, such as NFL, world cup, and NBA.
11. Technology: The use of scientific knowledge (e.g., VR and AR) and the manufacturers of
technological products (e.g., Apple and Microsoft).
12. Tech-based tools: A application or platform that is used on the computer or other tech
device, such as calculator, translate, Google Drive. (Tools that increased popularity
significantly during the pandemic was coded separately, such as Zoom).
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13. Travel: Search terms related to mobility or transportation, such as subway, flight, and
bus.
14. News: Any Platform that provides news, such as BBC, fox news, MSNBC. (excluded)
15. Others: Any search queries that do not apply to the above categories. (excluded)
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